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Solving the problem of enhancing the efficiency of the financial and economic regulation of land relations contributes to the development of entrepreneurship in Ukraine.
The purpose of the paper is to determine new incentives for encouraging entrepreneurial activity by increasing the efficiency of the financial and economic regulation
of land relations by local governments. The study is based on applying the method for
predicting amounts of local budget revenues in Ukraine from the land tax and lease
fees through the use of communally owned land plots to stimulate entrepreneurial
initiatives of the unemployed. In the process of research, the projected amounts of local budget revenues from financial transactions with plots of industrial lands in each
region of Ukraine have been determined, taking into account the possibilities of leasing the lands, for which lease fees are covered by a one-time benefit provided to the
unemployed for organizing entrepreneurial activity. It is proposed to determine the
efficiency of the financial and economic regulation of land relations in the regions of
Ukraine, applying indicators such as the use of industrial lands together with objects
of lease located on them and the involvement of the unemployed from among the
economically active population in entrepreneurial activity. To improve the efficiency
of financial and economic regulation of land relations, local governments are proposed
to establish the optimal proportion of amounts of borrowed resources, taking into account the need for their saving and rational use.
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The problem of the lack of material and financial resources prompts
local governments (LGs) to search for new sources of local budget revenues in order to ensure the balanced development of Ukrainian regions. Communally owned lands are the material basis for local governments in Ukraine. The use of communally owned lands for organizing entrepreneurial activity allows attracting additional local budget
revenues. Therefore, enhancing the efficiency of the financial and economic regulation of land relations by local governments ensures the
stimulation and development of entrepreneurship.
It is important for the country’s economy to provide the stable functioning and intensive development of the entrepreneurship sector.
Hence, the use of communally owned lands for organizing the entrepreneurial activity depends on the efficiency of the financial and
economic regulation of land relations by local governments. The effi-
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ciency of the financial and economic regulation of land relations in terms of stimulating the entrepreneurship can be characterized by the rational and prudent use of communally owned lands being scarce
resources within the material basis of local governments.

1. LITERATURE REVIEW
The efficiency is a comprehensive and complicated
economic notion. Denis A. Grégoire and Naïma
Cherchem describe it as the perception on the implementation as “a method of activity”; as drawing up new methodological indicators oriented
toward certain results; as studying the main dynamics explaining causes and effects (Grégoire &
Cherchem, 2020). Nevertheless, efficiency examinations (given the comprehensive nature of this
notion) continue to address a number of theoretical and methodological problems. Researchers
consider it as: first, the productivity of activity
(process, project, or measures taken) equaling a
ratio of the economic effect obtained to the cost of
resources that lead to the receipt of this result; second, a complex assessment of results of using all
types of resources; third, the extent of achieving
the objectives established (Morshchenok, 2016).
Hence, the efficiency indicates a result of achieving a purpose depending on amounts of resources
borrowed for this purpose. The efficiency of regulating land relations in terms of stimulating the
entrepreneurial activity emerges under achieving
an economic effect from applying incentives for
encouraging this activity. The entrepreneurial activity contributes to the capitalization of communally owned lands of local governments and the
formation of local budget revenues owing to revenues from lease fees of sole proprietors.

expenses for achieving this result (Atamanchuk,
2006; Prykhodchenko, 2007). The activity of local
governments in the area of regulating land relations requires substantiating its efficiency. The notion of efficiency is a managerial category, which
indicates the degree of accomplishing established
goals, i.e. a ratio between a result and goals or a
result and expenses for achieving this result, and
is the relative value calculated during a certain period (Krysak, 2015). It “…points to a connection
with resources, a product, goals, and, obviously,
with an effect…” (Potomkina, 2013). Thus, the efficiency of the activity of local governments in the
sphere of regulating land relations depends on a
result – an economic effect. The efficiency is different from the effect: the essence of the efficiency
assumes that economists compute a ratio between
achieved results and expenses, not the difference
between results and expenses (Polehenka, 2016).
The economic effect is achieved under exercising
the authority of local governments in the sphere
of regulating land relations to receive local budget
revenues. Additional revenues of local budgets
are accumulated through the use of incentives for
stimulating entrepreneurial activity. Resources of
own material and financial basis may be used in
the form of incentives of local governments. A result of using land resources of communally owned
lands for encouraging entrepreneurial activity is achieved through the accumulation of local
budget revenues from lease fees.

The authority of local governments in the area of land relations encompasses the disposition
of lands of territorial communities, particularly
making plots of communally owned lands available for use (The Verkhovna Rada of Ukraine,
2001). In addition, local governments exercise
the authority in ensuring the local economic development through engaging investment and the
development of entrepreneurship (The Cabinet of
Ministers of Ukraine, 2014).

A new concept of a flexible mixed decentralized
model of management in Ukraine encourages
local governments to mobilize taxes and save resources, particularly through the activation of the
entrepreneurial activity development. This model
consists in enhancing the extent of independence
of local budgets and security budgets of regions
(Kasiuk, 2016). The existence of own authority of
local governments in the field of managing the material and financial basis, which is based on principles of the economic efficiency and economic
The economic efficiency is a criterion for assess- expediency, affirms their financial independence
ing the activity of a local government and is ex- (Dropa, 2017; Krysovatyy, Kyrylenko, Kneysler
pressed as a ratio between a result (effect) and et al., 2017). Financial independence of local gov-
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ernments is embodied in the value of resources
entirely or partially transferred to the local level
alongside the established and delegated authority,
as well as in the ability of local governments to efficiently manage them, i.e. to rationally use and
increase them. Hence, the financial independence
of local governments is an important precondition
for the efficient financial and economic regulation
of land relations, which fosters the rational use of
land resources and encourages the development of
entrepreneurship at the local level. The entrepreneurial activity provides budget-forming sources
of local budget revenues in Ukraine, which include the land fee being a compulsory payment
within the local tax for real estate, which is paid
in the form of the land tax or lease fees for communally owned land plots (The Verkhovna Rada
of Ukraine, 2010).
As a result, in the near future, local governments
will become entirely dependent on local taxes for
property and the business rather than subsidies.
The results of research by Gobey and Matikonis
(2019) and Asatryan, Baskaran, and Heinemann
(2017) show that transferring the tax authority to
the local level should ensure local budget revenues
without applying state preferences. Consequences
of decreased rate of the real estate tax for the small
business indicate the higher dependence of local
governments on the taxation of large corporations
and restriction of the local autonomy. Regardless
of whether small firms benefit from milder budgetary restrictions, such conditions foster the shortterm survival rather than growth. Moreover, the
reduced rate of the real estate tax for the small business does not facilitate an increase in employment
(Gobey & Matikonis, 2019; Asatryan, Baskaran, &
Heinemann, 2017). Simultaneously, encouraging
entrepreneurship is mainly related to providing
productive employment, reducing inequality and
decreasing social escalation in society as a guarantee of universal basic income and progressive taxation. Nowadays, tax instruments for the economic
regulation of land relations in Ukraine are limited
because they comprise only the land tax and lease
fees for using land plots, as well as the single tax
for the fourth group of taxpayers. However, the
efficiency of financial and economic regulation
of land relations at the local level depends on the
exercise of the powers local governments regarding the establishment of the rate of land tax and
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the rental fee for land plots based on its normative monetary evaluation. Therefore, the economic effect from commercial transactions with land
plots may be achieved through the compensation
of these payments for the unemployed starting
their own business. It is proposed to engage financial resources of the Unemployment Benefit Social
Insurance Fund (UBSIF) in the form of the financial assistance for the unemployed to help them
organize business and the amount of its balances
at the end of the year.
Usually, entrepreneurship is examined from
the standpoint of motivating an entrepreneur.
However, the motivation in entrepreneurship
should be considered as an economic process,
which may be regulated to achieve a necessary
positive economic effect from the economic activity of an entrepreneur. The motivation is considered as a particular set of tools for encouraging and forcing, which allows influencing the economic efficiency in managing the entrepreneurial
activity (Kotliarevskyi, 2014). Therefore, making
land plots available for organizing the entrepreneurial activity by the unemployed from among
the economically active population will be an incentive for activating entrepreneurial initiatives
among the unemployed and will ensure achieving the economic effect, as well as saving financial
resources without decreasing the entrepreneur’s
profit. Nevertheless, the achievement of high efficiency in regulating land relations at the expense
of profitable commercial transactions with land
plots should be based on the principles of rational
use and protection of lands, as well as taking into account the scarcity of this resource within the
material basis of local governments.
The implementation of the State Target Program
for Development of Land Relations in Ukraine declares solving most of socio-economic and ecological problems of the urban and rural land use, creating a stable market mechanism to regulate land
relations, forming the financially-attractive land
use, ensuring the creation of an integrated system
of exercise bodies and local government agencies
to manage land resources, improving economic
and legal relations of land ownership, developing
land management and economic regulation of the
land use, and the phased launch of the economic
circulation of land plots and rights to them (The
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Cabinet of Ministers of Ukraine, 2009). However,
many economists point out that, to provide the efficient regulation of land relations, there is a need
for the formation of a multi-sectoral economy
based on the search for new forms of management
for the efficient and rational use of land (Koroteyev,
Korman, Manziy, Semenda, & Semenda, 2017). At
the current stage of economic transformations in
Ukraine, directions of the financial and economic
regulation of land relations should be declared in
development strategies for each region of Ukraine,
and should also be financed. In the context of the
scarcity of their own resources, the activity of local governments in the field regulating land relations should be directed towards involving additional local budget revenues through the efficient
use of lands, including those for organizing entrepreneurial activity. Such measures will allow local
governments allocating borrowed funds for the
preservation and reproduction of land resources
of their own material basis.

has problems with delineating powers between
local governments stipulated by the political situation, imperfection and incoherence of the institution of delegated powers, its inconsistency with
European practice, a complicated system and the
structure of managerial institutions, and the resulting excessive increase in budgetary spending
(Buhlak, 2018; Pikhotskyi & Rysin, 2019). Thus,
the formation of entrepreneurial ecosystems in
Ukraine with the participation of local governments is complicated. Simultaneously, to activate
entrepreneurial activity, governmental officials
have to combine incentives used by local governments with opportunities of the institutional, socio-cultural, organizational, and communication
support on the part of other entities of financial
relations.

2. AIMS

The aim of the paper is to identify new incentives
Regardless of the organizational and legal struc- for activating entrepreneurial activity by enhancture, a type of activity, a sector of functioning of ing the efficiency of financial and economic regusole proprietors, and a type of commercial trans- lation of land relations by local governments.
actions with communally owned land plots of
local governments, this influences the financial
potential of sole proprietors, territories of local 3. METHODS
governments, and the development of entrepreneurship in each region of Ukraine. The creation Within the framework of the idea of the efficienof optimal economic conditions to form entrepre- cy of financial and economic regulation of land
neurial potential of a region ensured by the effi- relations in terms of stimulating entrepreneurial
cient entrepreneurial activity is one of relevant activity, the study proposes to use the following
goals of a regional economic policy (Shchehliuk, indicators:
2017). Its activation is also based on local strategies of regional development (Melnychenko, 2015). • the efficiency of using industrial lands within built-up areas together with objects of lease
Regional strategies contemplate the main framelocated on them, which is calculated as the raworks for regulating processes of the use, disposition, ownership, protection, and reproduction of
tio of a rental fee (land tax) to an area of land
land resources. However, current policies for stimplots, UAH/m2 per year;
ulating the entrepreneurial activity in developing
and developed countries are oriented towards fa- • the efficiency of involving the unemployed in
cilitating the development of an entrepreneurial
the entrepreneurial activity, which is calcuecosystem: an interrelated system of efforts creatlated as the ratio of a rental fee (land tax) for
ing and supporting the regional entrepreneurship.
the use of land plots to the number of persons
Positive impacts of entrepreneurial ecosystems
from among the unemployed who are regisoccur immediately at the stage of registration and
tered as sole proprietors, UAH/person per year.
spread to the economic activity of new business
entities. These provide them with greater opportu- The indicators express the rate of the efficiency
nities in managing and the optimal use of resourc- of using communally owned plots of industries (Roundy & Fayard, 2019). Nowadays, Ukraine al lands for organizing entrepreneurial activity
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and the rate of involving the unemployed in the
entrepreneurial activity through making plots of
industrial lands together with objects located on
them available for lease. The calculation of these
indicators is based on using the system and structural approach. The complex analysis of these indicators is the basis for determining amounts of
material and financial resources that are essential
for local governments in stimulating the development of entrepreneurship. The economic effect is
achieved under the exercise of authority of local
governments in regulating land relations in order
to receive additional local budget revenues from
lease fees. The prognostication method is used
to determine amounts of local budget revenues
from lease fees through the use of plots of industrial lands for organizing entrepreneurial activity
and stimulating entrepreneurial initiatives of the
unemployed.

The growth in the number of the unemployed in
Ukraine is one of the reasons for the need to intensify the entrepreneurial activity. Given the authority of local governments in the field of managing communal property, they may use resources
of their own material basis to stimulate their entrepreneurial activity. Lands of territorial communities are subject to communal property rights.
Local governments, on behalf of and in the interest of territorial communities, dispose with objects
of the communal property right, they particularly conduct all property transactions, which may
transfer objects of the right to communal property for the permanent or temporary use, especially
to individuals (The Verkhovna Rada of Ukraine,
1997). Therefore, the efficiency of regulating land
relations mainly depends on local governments.

The permanent deficit of budgetary funds and using reverse grants by the government require local
The trend technique is used to predict total governments to make new decisions for attracting
amounts of financial benefits to the unemployed additional local budget revenues. Financial transfor organizing entrepreneurial activity in the re- actions with communally owned land plots ensure
gions of Ukraine in the process of determining such opportunity. This fact is affirmed by the posvariants of involving resources to encourage the itive dynamics of local budget revenues from fees
development of entrepreneurship. The option of for using land plots in Ukraine. The study observes
involving resources at the level of 1% of amounts the increase of these revenues by UAH 154,807.7
of the material assistance to the unemployed and thousand (121.0%) in 2015, by UAH 921,086.9
the balance of the UBSIF was chosen, which is thousand (103.5%) in 2016, by UAH 1,267,123.4
effective in the short run. To indicate the value thousand (103.5%) in 2017, and by UAH 5,514.6
of communally owned plots of industrial lands, thousand (120.2%) in 2018 (Figure 1).
statistical analysis is applied. The average rate of
unemployment in Ukraine is used to identify the This tendency is due to a decrease in the number
regions where stimulating entrepreneurial initi- of land fee deductions, the abolishment of the
atives of the unemployed is a priority. The repre- fixed agricultural tax and transferring this fee to
sentativeness of indicators is affirmed by statistical the system of local taxes, as well as extending the
tax base of the land tax. Despite positive dynamdata.
ics, the proportion of revenues from the land fee
in total revenues of local budgets of Ukraine is in4. RESULTS
significant. This is particularly due to illicit financial transactions with land plots (WatamanyukReceiving local budget revenues from land fees Zelinska & Malets, 2018).
(the land tax and lease fees) of the unemployed
starting their entrepreneurial activity is an impor- The proportion of revenues from the land fee in totant condition for the effectiveness of financial and tal revenues of local budgets is estimated at 5-7%.
economic regulation of land relations in terms of An increase in land fees owing to the normative
stimulating entrepreneurial activity. The efficiency monetary evaluation of lands in compliance with
of financial and economic regulation of land rela- new coefficients in 2018 has led to this situation. A
tions depends on the amount of resources attract- ratio between amounts of revenues from lease fees
ed by local governments as incentives to activate and the land tax is 60/30 (Vatamanyuk-Zelinska
entrepreneurial initiatives among the unemployed. & Sytnyk, 2019).
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Source: State Statistics Service of Ukraine (2016, 2017, 2018a, 2019).

Growth rates of revenues of oblast (regional) budgets
and budgets of the cities of Kyiv and Sevastopol
from the sale of communal lands and payments (fees)
for communal lands, %

Structure of income from fees for the revenues
of oblast (regional) budgets and budgets of cities of Kyiv
and Sevastopol from the sale of communal lands
and payments (fees) for communal lands, %

2015
9%

3%

24%

64%

2016
8%

5%

180

30%

160

57%

140

120

2017
8%

5%

31%

100
80

56%

60

2018

40

8%

6%

20

30%

0
2014-2015 2015-2016 2016-2017 2017-2018 2018-2019

56%

2019

Revenues from the sale of the land and intangible assets;
Payment for land

6%

7%

35%

52%
Note: With regard to payments (fees) for land (since fees, which had been referred to as land fees, fell under the category of
local taxes in 2015, this name has not officially used; therefore, the use of this name in the article is due to the need to present
data in a comparable format, since this name was used in previous periods), the data for 2014 are disclosed to compare
trends that existed before implementing the reform of the hierarchy of territorial units, and tendencies that existed after
implementing the reform in 2015.

Figure 1. Growth rates and the structure of revenues in local budgets of Ukraine
An increase in amounts of local budget revenues
from land fees depends on the efficiency of regulating land relations and supporting entrepreneurial activity at the local level. The efficiency of
financial and economic regulation of land relations also depends on the physical condition and

16

amounts of land resources of local governments.
This allows local governments to conduct financial
transactions with land plots to raise local budget
revenues at the expense of revenues from lease fees,
land tax, and the single tax for the fourth group of
taxpayers.
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To enhance the efficiency of the financial and
economic regulation of land relations from the
standpoint of stimulating the entrepreneurship,
local governments are proposed to involve land
resources, which are currently not used, to organize entrepreneurial activity. Objects located in
the territory of large industrial enterprises (storages, plots, objects for warehouses and vehicles,
etc.) do not presently function due to the decline
in production (State Statistics Service of Ukraine,
2018b). With respect to objects administrated by
military units, military units or any other permanent users of land plots are not eligible for their
disposition since local governments similarly have
the right to own these plots (The Verkhovna Rada
of Ukraine, 2001). The situation with land plots
being in the permanent use of other establishments, institutions, and organizations is analogical. None of them uses all the lands being available
for exploitation simultaneously and entirely. The
Ministry of Defence of Ukraine is ready to transfer approximately 10-15% of the total amount of
lands (500 thousand ha) at the disposal of the
Ministry for short-term lease (The Verkhovna
Rada of Ukraine, 2017). Hence, local budget revenues in Ukraine from the lease of 50-75 thousand
ha of industrial lands owned by the Ministry of
Defence of Ukraine at the 3% average normative
monetary evaluation (907.38 thousand UAH/ha)
will range from UAH 1,361,070.00 thousand to
UAH 2,041,605.00 thousand per year.
Consequently, the communal property includes
industrial lands used or intended for ensuring activities of industrial enterprises, as well as exploiting industrial objects. Citizens, as sole proprietors,
may be users of such lands, since the Land Code
of Ukraine does not establish direct restrictions
on the acquisition of property rights or the use of
land plots for the above purposes. Citizens and legal entities acquire property rights for the use of
land plots from among communally owned lands
according to the decision of local governments
within their responsibility enshrined in the Land
Code of Ukraine or according to the results of an
auction (The Verkhovna Rada of Ukraine, 2001).
Given the right to disposition of industrial lands,
it should be noted that the right to ownership for
a land plot from among industrial lands is inseparably linked to the property right for an industrial unit. In other words, the lease of communally

http://dx.doi.org/10.21511/ppm.18(3).2020.02

owned industrial lands belonging to local governments will also contemplate exploiting industrial
units located on such lands.
Therefore, plots of industrial lands, together with
venues for the lease located on them, are the reserve
of own resources of local governments to be proposed for organizing the entrepreneurial activity
in order to stimulate its development. Stimulating
the development of entrepreneurship helps enhance the efficiency of financial and economic
regulation of land relations at the local level. Thus,
achieving the economic effect relates to amounts
of reserves of land resources belonged to local governments and their use to organize entrepreneurial
activity, as well as to local budget revenues from
the entrepreneurial activity taxation. The use of
new incentives for activating the entrepreneurship
by local governments is also concerned with the
need to reduce unemployment rate in the regions
of Ukraine. To overcome this problem, this study
suggests making plots of industrial lands available
for use by the unemployed who are registered as
sole proprietors, and ensuring the reimbursement
of lease fees and the land tax at the expense of financial benefits provided to the unemployed.
The unemployment benefit, including the one-time
benefit for organizing the entrepreneurial activity
by the unemployed, is provided to insured and uninsured persons being officially recognized as unemployed in accordance with the established procedure. An amount of the one-time benefit equals
the annual sum of the unemployment benefit. It
is calculated in accordance with the maximum
and minimum amount of the benefit established
by the board of directors of the Unemployment
Benefit Social Insurance Fund as of the date of
state registration of a legal entity or sole proprietor
(The Ministry of Social Policy of Ukraine, 2015).
Table 1 presents the projected amount of benefits
provided by the UBSIF to the unemployed for organizing the entrepreneurial activity.
The proportion of the one-time benefit for launching own business in the total amount of material assistance in 2016–2017 is approximately 1%.
Thus, given the annual amounts of the balance of
the Unemployment Benefit Social Insurance Fund,
prognosticated amounts of payments of this benefit are estimated at:
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1) UAH 1,311,585.26 thousand – at the level of
1% of amounts of the material assistance for
the unemployed and the balance of the UBSIF;

land tax owing to involving financial resources of
the UBSIF (VUBSIF) are determined in compliance
with the following model:

0.1

3

0.1

2) 710,988.98 + 1,193,086.10 = 1,904,075.08 thou- Dn = S p
⋅ NME
⋅ U15−70 ⋅
, thousand
100
100
100
sand UAH – at the level of 6% of the material
assistance for the unemployed (at the begin- UAH per year
ning of 2020 – 6% of the material assistance,
taking the existing balance of the UBSIF into where n – local budget; Sp – plots of industrial
account).
lands in built-up areas together with objects of
lease located on them, m2; U15-70 – the number of
In the long term. this is expedient, since the vol- the unemployed from among the economically
ume of financial assistance will grow whereas the active population, persons; and NME – normative
UBSIF balances should be liquidated.
monetary evaluation of land plots, UAH/ha;
It is proposed to direct funds of this assistance towards the coverage of lease fees and the land tax of
registered sole proprietors from among the previously unemployed persons. Thus, the efficiency of the
financial and economic regulation of land relations
in terms of stimulating entrepreneurial activity will
be determined according to the following indicators:
•

•

the efficiency of using plots of industrial lands
in built-up areas together with objects of lease
located on them, which shows the annual
amounts of local budget revenues from the
lease of a unit of such an area;
the efficiency of involving the unemployed in
the entrepreneurial activity, which shows the
amount of revenues from the lease fee or land
tax that one sole proprietor pays to a local budget
per year at the expense of funds of the one-time
benefit for starting his/her own business.

The efficiency of involving the unemployed in the
entrepreneurial activity is determined in compliance with the following model:
•

for regions where the unemployment rate is
higher than the average in Ukraine:

E=
U15−70
•

Dn
⋅ 0.1%, UAH/persons;
U15−70

for regions with the lower unemployment rate
(within the UBSIF balance after the allocation
among regions with above average unemployment rate):

=
EU15−70

VUBSIFb
EU15−70

⋅ 0.1%, UAH/persons.

The efficiency of using industrial lands in builtup areas together with objects of lease located on
them Es p :

( )

•

for regions where the unemployment rate is
above the average for Ukraine:

The efficiency of financial and economic regulation of land relations from the standpoint of stimDn ⋅1, 000
, UAH/m2;
ulating the entrepreneurship is achieved through Es p =
S p ⋅ 0.1% ⋅10, 000
obtaining the maximum benefit (the projected
amounts of local budget revenues from the lease • for regions where the unemployment rate is
fees and land tax reimbursed by funds of the fibelow the average for Ukraine (within the
nancial benefit provided by the UBSIF) from the
UBSIF balance after the allocation among reminimum amounts of engaged resources – 0.1% of
gions with above average unemployment rate):
industrial lands in built-up areas together with obVUBSIFb ⋅1, 000
jects of lease located on them and 0.1% of the gen- Es =
, UAH/m2.
p
0.1%
⋅
10,
000
eral number of the unemployed involved in the
entrepreneurial activity in each region of Ukraine. Table 2 shows the results of calculating the indicators of the efficiency of financial and economic
The projected amounts of own revenues of corre- regulation of land relations on the level of each responding local budgets (Dn) from the lease fee and gion of Ukraine.
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Table 1. Projected amounts of benefits provided by UBSIF to the unemployed for organizing the entrepreneurial activity
Source: The Cabinet of Ministers of Ukraine (2016, 2017, 2018, 2019a, 2019b).

Period

UBSIF balance at
Unemployment benefit,
the beginning of the
thousand UAH
year, thousand UAH

Amounts of
Proportion
the benefits
of benefits
provided to the
in the total
unemployed
amount of
when organizing
material
entrepreneurial
assistance, %
activity, UAH

Proportion of
benefits and
balance in the
total amount
of material
assistance, %

Relative
dynamics of the
increase in the
UBSIF balance
(compared to
the previous
year), %

6,662,027.20

353,508.50

69,313.9

1.04

6.30

–

2017

8,514,417.80

426,264.10

46,412.6

0.54

5.55

20.59

2018

8,993,835.60

1,010,062.50

–

–

–

136.96

2019

9,661,478.00

1,958,951.50

–

–

–

193.94

At the beginning of
2020

11,849,816.60

1,193,086.10

–

–

–

60.90

Average

9,136,314.98

988,374.54

57,863.25

1

6

72.65

At the level of 1%
of amounts of the
benefits and the
UBSIF balance

At the level of
6% of amounts
of the material
assistance

1,311,584.26

710,988.98
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2016

Projected amounts of benefits in
2020, thousand UAH

12,956.59
(59,377.97)
196,512.92
81,860.48
(59,377.97)
(59,377.97)
16,151.61
(59,377.97)
30,502.54
(59,377.97)
(59,377.97)
9,497.88
(59,377.97)
13,733.67
20,635.29
(59,377.97)
(59,377.97)
(59,377.97)
39,064.66
(59,377.97)
(59,377.97)
(59,377.97)
(59,377.97)
(59,377.97)
Total
1,311,585.19

77,878/77
31,847/844
278,024/129
295,284/125
61,073/732
25,949/536
79,249/86
62,814/263
117,369/153
105,810/252
141,849/387
99,410/86
52,099/324
65,352/77
117,849/78
46,843/3838
85,640/242
32,205/677
116,250/80
44,308/165
59,148/533
66,307/443
19,742/982
44,669/707
Total
2,126,968/11,816

166.37
1,864.48
706.82
277.23
972.25
2,288.26
203.81
945.30
259.89
561,18
418.60
95.54
1,139.71
210.15
175.10
1,267.60
693.34
1,843.75
336.04
1,340.12
1,003.89
895.50
3,007.70
1,329.29
Average
916.75

EU15−70 , UAH/persons

Involving the unemployed
in entrepreneurial activity

( Es p ), UAH/m2

Efficiency
Use of industrial lands

5.93
5.87
5.93
5.21
1.40
3.07
5.93
4.48
16.53
2.36
2.82
6.34
2.54
3.32
2.70
3.62
2.51
1.26
4.01
3.16
3.40
4.07
0.77
2.79
Total
100.0

at the level of 0.1% S p m2 and
0.1%*U15-70, persons ****

2,755.5
2,724.10
2,756.30
2,419.70
654.10
1,423.90
2,752.10
2,077.70
7,670.10
1,096.00
1,309.20
2,943.10
1,177.10
1,539.60
1,252.10
1,681.30
1,163.60
585.40
1,863.30
1,465.10
1,578.50
1,872.90
358.50
1,293.00
Total
46,412.0

Capacity of attracted resources

105.0
148.0
132.0
85.0
27.0
75.0
97.0
67.0
230.0
40.0
32.0
172.0
40.0
60.0
58.0
79.0
44.0
33.0
72.0
58.0
97.0
58.0
13.0
40.0
Total
1,862.0

the UBSIF balance, ( VUBSIFb )),
thousand UAH per year

76.5
52.1
129.2
125.3
62.0
58.2
86.2
51.9
153.0
52.9
58.3
85.8
56.3
77.2
78.3
60.1
48.0
53.9
80.4
55.0
50.2
59.2
34.8
53.5
Total
1,698.0

Projected amounts of revenues
(Dn), (in thousand UAH of

724,925.0
736,434.0
1,823,581.0
737,500.0
442,593.0
1,424,239.0
788,122.0
1,196,881.0
566,200.0
743,817.0
360,561.0
371,183.0
1,173,120.0
907,380.0
745,421.0
110,100.0
956,875.0
907,653.0
1,393,201.0
2,715,955.0
628,372.0
674,618.0
1,021,342.0
626,989.0
Average
907,380.0

Proportion of benefits
in the total amount of
benefits, %

7,787.8
3,184.7
27,802.4
29,528.4
6,107.3
2,594.9
7,924.9
6,281.4
11,736.9
10,581.0
14,184.9
9,941.0
5,209.9
6,535.2
11,784.9
4,684.3
8,564.0
3,220.5
11,625.0
4,430.8
5,914.8
6,630.7
1,974.2
4,466.9
Total
212,698.8

Amounts of benefits,
thousand UAH

Economically active population,
the unemployed (U15-70),
thousand

2,651.3
2,014.4
3,191.4
2,651.7
2,983.2
1,277.7
2,718.0
1,390.0
2,813.1
2,458.8
2,668.4
2,183.3
2,459.8
3,331.0
2,874,8
2,004.7
2,383.4
1,982.3
3,141.5
2,846.1
2,064.5
2,090.0
8,097.0
3,186.5
Total
57,575.6

Unemployment benefit for organizing
entrepreneurial activity
The number of the
unemployed who
received the benefits,
persons

NME of industrial
lands, UAH/ha

Ukraine

Area of industrial
lands (Sp), ha

http://dx.doi.org/10.21511/ppm.18(3).2020.02

Vinnytsia
Volyn
Dnipropetrovsk
Donetsk**
Zhytomyr
Zakarpattia
Zaporizhzhia
Ivano-Frankivsk
Kyiv***
Kirovohrad
Luhansk
Lviv
Mykolaiv
Odesa
Poltava
Rivne
Sumy
Ternopil
Kharkiv
Kherson
Khmelnytskyi
Cherkasy
Chernivtsi
Chernihiv

Region area, thousand ha

Region*

Source: The official website of the State Statistics Service of Ukraine (2018b), Kyiv School of Economics (2018), Zhytomyr.info (2018).

168,267.40
70,353.05
1,523,355.97
654,883.84
81,117.45
110,779,79
187,809.42
225,771.75
199,363,01
235,626.87
153,431.45
110,440.47
183,265.34
178,359.35
264,555.00
15,471.07
245,363.51
87,707,49
488,308.25
359,866.48
111,403.32
134,036.05
60,466.36
83,985.81
Average
247,250.00

Notes: * Data exclude the temporarily occupied territory of the Autonomous Republic of Crimea, the city of Sevastopol and a part of temporarily occupied territories in the Donetsk and
Luhansk regions; ** the sums of lease fees are calculated at the level of the minimum rate in a region; *** the sum of lease fee in the city of Kyiv is included in the indicator for the Kyiv
oblast; **** plots in built-up areas are measured in m2.
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Table 2. Results of calculating the indicators of the efficiency of financial and economic regulation of land relations on the level of each region of Ukraine
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The amounts of local budget revenues from the land
fee were calculated, which are reimbursed at the expense of funds of the financial benefit for organizing
the entrepreneurial activity provided by the UBSIF,
at the 3% NME. This is stipulated by the necessity
for considering the taxation method chosen by the
unemployed person who is registered as a sole proprietor. According to a traditional tax system, a sole
proprietor is a payer of the land tax, whereas, according to a simplified tax system, a sole proprietor
has to pay lease fees. Local governments establish
rates of lease fees and land tax deductions paid in
the territory of local government on their own. The
Ukrainian legislation establishes the rate of land
tax for plots for which the normative monetary
evaluation has been carried out (regardless of location). This rate must not exceed 3% of the normative monetary evaluation of such plots. Single tax
payers are exempt from the land fee in the form of
land tax. If a single tax payer leases lands owned by
local governments, he/she has to pay the land fee in
the form of a lease fee. Single tax payers are not exempt from lease fees. The annual sum of lease fees
cannot be less than the sum of the land tax (The
Verkhovna Rada of Ukraine, 2010).

the efficiency of financial and economic regulation of land relations. For instance, the projected
amounts of local budget revenues in the Vinnytsia
region are as follows:

Dn =
( 7, 787.8 ⋅ 0.1% ) ⋅ ( 724,925.00 ⋅ 3% ) ×
× ( 76.5 ⋅ 0.1% ) =
12,956.59
(thousand UAH per year).
The indicator values of the efficiency of financial and economic regulation in land relations:
EU15−70 = 168, 267.40 UAH/persons

 EU15−70 = 12,956,590.00 / 77 ⋅ 0.1% =



 = 168, 267.40
 and

Es p = 166.37 UAH/m2
12,956,590.00


 Es p = 7, 787.8 ⋅ 0.1% ⋅10, 000.00 = 166.37  .



For the regions where the unemployment rate is
higher than the average for Ukraine, the economic effect from involving 0.1% of areas of industrial lands (Esp = 124,666.5 ha) for organizing enThe highest rate of unemployment is observed trepreneurial activity of 0.1% of the unemployed
in the Dnipropetrovsk (129.2 thousand persons), (U15-70 = 891.9 thousand persons) amounts to UAH
Donetsk (125.3 thousand persons), Zaporizhzhia 420,915.64 thousand per year.
(86.2 thousand persons), and Odesa (77.2 thousand
persons) oblasts. This tendency is due to political The balance of the financial benefit provided by the
consequences of the armed conflict in Ukraine. UBSIF to the unemployed for organizing entrepreHence, the internal migration of the unemployed neurial activity after the allocation among nine
from among the internally displaced persons leads regions with high unemployment rate accounts
to an increase in the unemployment rate in indus- for UAH 890,669.62 thousand. The balance is protrially developed regions – Lviv (85.8 thousand portionally distributed between the other fifteen
persons), Kyiv (153.00 thousand persons), Kharkiv Ukrainian oblasts ((1,311,585.26 – 420,915.64)/15
(80.4 thousand persons), Poltava (78.3 thousand = 59,377.97 (thousand UAH/oblast)).
persons), and Vinnytsia (76.5 thousand persons).
In addition, the study focuses on the fact of mas- For instance, in the Volyn oblast, within UAH
sive emigration of the unemployed from among 59,377.97 thousand of the projected amounts of lothe economically active population (this tendency cal budget revenues from lease fees and the land
is inherent to border oblasts).
tax, local authorities may employ 844 persons

59,377,970.00

Therefore, local governments
in the Vinnytsia,  U
=
 15−70 (=
3,184.7 ⋅ 736, 434.00 ⋅ 3% ) ⋅ 0.1% 
Dnipropetrovsk, Donetsk, Zaporizhzhia, Kyiv, 

Lviv, Odesa, Poltava, and Kharkiv oblasts where  = 844


the unemployment rate is higher than the average 
for Ukraine (exceeds 70 thousand persons) are owing to attracting the UBSIF financial resources
proposed to primarily use incentives to encour- and leasing out 31,847.00 m2 of industrial lands
age entrepreneurial activity through enhancing (Sp = 3,184.7⋅0.1%=31,847.00 (ha) =31,847.00).
http://dx.doi.org/10.21511/ppm.18(3).2020.02
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Simultaneously, the efficiency of using areas of industrial lands in built-up areas together with objects of lease located on them is 1,864.48 UAH/m2
(E15-70 = 59,377,970.00/3,184.7⋅0.1%⋅10,000.00=1,86
4.48), while the efficiency of involving the unemployed in the entrepreneurial activity amounts to
1,139,692.32 UAH/persons

59,377,970.00


 Es p = 52,1 ⋅1, 000 ⋅ 0.1% = 1,139, 692.32  .



efficiency indicators of financial and economic
regulation of land relations associated with the
use of resources and involvement of the unemployed are shown in Table 3.
Figures 2 and 3 shows the indicators of the efficiency of financial and economic regulation of
land relations associated with the use of resources
and involvement of the unemployed in the regions
of Ukraine.

In the Vinnytsia (166.37 UAH/m2), Lviv (95.54
UAH/m2), Odesa (210.15 UAH/m2), and Poltava
(175.10 UAH/m2) oblasts, the efficiency of using
areas of industrial lands in built-up areas together
with objects of lease located on them is the lowest. This tendency is due to the low value of the
normative monetary evaluation of land. Thus, the
value of lease and the rate of land tax are also low.
Land resources of the material basis of local gov- Consequently, the number of unemployed perernments alongside financial resources of the sons wishing to start own business and to express
UBSIF are scarce. This fact leads to the need for the entrepreneurial initiative will rise. Hence, it
their rational use and saving. Thus, local govern- is proposed to use such areas for organizing enments deal with the problem of establishing the trepreneurial activity at the level of 0.01% of their
rate for amounts of borrowed resources and the total amount (Table 3, Figure 2 and Figure 3).
number of the unemployed entitled for them. The An argument in favor of such decisions implies

In general, in the oblasts with the unemployment
rate lower than the average for Ukraine, the economic effect from involving 0.1% of areas of industrial lands (Sp = 88030.3 ha) for organizing the entrepreneurial activity of 0.1% of the unemployed
(U15-70 = 10.93 thousand persons) amounts to UAH
1,311,585.26 thousand per year.

Table 3. Indicators of the efficiency of financial and economic regulation of land relations associated
with the use of resources and involvement of the unemployed
Source: Based on Table 2 calculations.

Region

Dnipropetrovsk
Donetsk
Kharkiv
Kherson
Zaporizhzhia
Rivne
Zhytomyr
Ternopil
Chernihiv
Vinnytsia
Lviv
Odesa
Poltava
Chernivtsi
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Amounts of using
Projected amounts
land resources,
of revenues (Dn) (in
the
number of the
thousand UAH of
involved
unemployed,
the UBSIF balance
at the level of 0.1%
(VUBSIFb ), thousand S and 0.1% U ,
15-70
p
UAH per year
persons (m2)
196,512.92
81,860.48
39,064.66
59,377.97
7,924.9
59,377.97
59,377.97
59,377.97
59,377.97
12,956.59
9,497.88
13,733.67
20,635.29
59,377.97
59,377.97

129
125
80
165
(79,249.00)
3838
732
677
707
(77,878)
(99,410)
(65,352)
(117,849)
(19,742)
982

EU15−70 , (ESp), per year
Rate of using the
land resources
or involving the
unemployed, %/
persons (m2)

At the level
of 0.1% Sp
and 0.1%
U15-70, UAH/
persons
(UAH/m2)

At the established
level, UAH/
persons (UAH/m2)/
Sp average

1%U15-70/1,292
1%U15-70/1,253
1%U15-70/804
1%U15-70/1,650
1%Sp/(792,490)
0.05%U15-70/1,919
0.05%U15-70/366
0.05%U15-70/339
0.05%U15-70/354
0.01%Sp/(7,788)
0.01%Sp/(9,941)
0.01%Sp/(6,535)
0.01%Sp/(11,785)
1%Sp/(197,420)
0.05%U15-70/491

1,523,355.97
654,883.84
488,308.25
359,866.48
(203.81)
15,471.07
81,117.45
87,707.49
83,985.81
(166.37)
95.54
(210.15)
(175.10)
(3,007.7)
60,466.36

152,099.70
65,331.50
48,587.80
35,988.60
(20,308.1)
30,942
162,234.8
175,156.25
167,734.3
(1,663.66/916.75)
(955.4)
(2,101.56/916.75)
(1,750.9/916.75)
(300.7)
120,932.7
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Vinnytsia
Chernihiv 2500
Chernivtsi
2000
Cherkasy

Volyn

Dnipropetrovsk
Donetsk

1500

Khmelnytskyi

Zhytomyr

1000
Kherson

Zakarpattia

500

Kharkiv

Zaporizhzhia

0

Ternopil

Ivano-Frankivsk

Sumy

Kyiv
Rivne

Kirovohrad
Luhansk

Poltava
Odesa

Mykolaiv

Lviv

Figure 2. Indicators of the efficient regulation of land relations associated with the use of industrial
land in built-up areas, together with the lease objects located on them, UAH/m2
Source: Based on calculations according to Tables 2 and 3.

Vinnytsia
Chernihiv400000
Chernivtsi
350000
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200000
150000
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Kharkiv
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Figure 3. Indicators of the efficient regulation of land relations associated with the involvement of the
unemployed in entrepreneurial activity, UAH/persons
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entrepreneurial activity is observed in the Rivne
(15,471.07 UAH/person), Chernivtsi (60,466.36
UAH/person), Zhytomyr (81,117.45 UAH/person),
Ternopil (87,707.49 UAH/person), and Chernihiv
(83,985.81 UAH/person) oblasts. This is due to the
high value of the lease and land tax rate, which depend on the high normative monetary evaluation
established in the territory of these regions. To enhance this indicator, it is suggested to restrict the
number of persons involved in entrepreneurial activity at the level of 0.05% of the economically acTo enhance the efficiency of involving industrial tive unemployed population of the regions (Table
lands together with lease objects located on them 3, Figures 2 and 3). The amount of the unemployin the Zaporizhzhia oblast (up to 20,308.1 UAH/ ment benefit provided by the Unemployment
m2), it is offered to use 1% of the total area of in- Benefit Social Insurance Fund for these oblasts
dustrial lands in the region. This will allow in- is distributed according to the leftover principle.
creasing the number of the unemployed who tend Hence, the amount of such benefit is insufficient
to register as sole proprietors under such terms, to cover expensive lease fees and higher rates of
the land tax for many persons.
from 86 to 149 persons.
maintaining the value of leasing the communally
owned lands for unemployed persons on the level of its average value for Ukraine (namely, 916.75
UAH/m2) at the stage of starting the entrepreneurial activity. Therefore, to avoid a decrease in local
budget revenues, local governments should establish the marginal amount of lease fees and land tax
rates at the level of 1-2% of the normative monetary evaluation for communally owned industrial
lands.

The high value of an indicator of financial and economic regulation of land relations associated with
the involvement of the unemployed in entrepreneurial activity is observed in the Dnipropetrovsk
(1,523,355.97 UAH/person), Donetsk (654,883.84
UAH/person), and Kharkiv (488,308.25 UAH/
person) oblasts. Given the high unemployment
rate in these regions, it is offered to involve the
greater number of the unemployed – at the level of
1% of economically active unemployed population
in each oblast – in entrepreneurial activity (Table
3, Figure 2, and Figure 3).

The activity of local governments in the field of
financial and economic regulation of land relations, based on cooperation with UBSIF, is only
the first step towards the formation of an ecosystem for support and development of entrepreneurship. The proposed approach helps stimulate the development of regional entrepreneurship and provides conditions only for starting
a business in a region not defining the boundaries of its functioning. Further development of
such systems requires a wider range of participants with the opportunities of institutional,
socio-cultural, organizational, and communicaThe low indicator of the efficiency of financial tion support, capable of maintaining the process
and economic regulation of land relations associ- of functioning of a sole proprietor and ensuring
ated with the involvement of the unemployed in his/her efficiency.

CONCLUSION
The results obtained contribute to solving the problem of stimulating entrepreneurial activity through
enhancing the efficiency of financial and economic regulation of land relations by local governments.
The study has considered an opportunity of using industrial land plots to organize entrepreneurial activity by the unemployed based on the principles of covering the value of leasing such plots and land
tax at the expense of funds of unemployment benefits provided by the Unemployment Benefit Social
Insurance Fund. High efficiency of financial and economic regulation of land relations is achieved
through accumulating local budget revenues from lease fees and land tax paid by the previously unemployed persons registered as sole proprietors. The fact of state registration of sole proprietors leads to
the legitimization of small business in Ukraine. It is offered to improve the efficiency of financial and
economic regulation of land relations in terms of stimulating entrepreneurship through: allocating borrowed resources between economic entities depending on the maximum economic effect; adhering to
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the ratio between amounts of resources and the number of the unemployed under competitive conditions; involving material and financial resources based on the principles of economic feasibility, saving,
and rational use.
In regions with low indicators of the efficiency of financial and economic regulation of land relations
associated with the use of industrial lands, it is proposed to establish lower marginal amounts of lease
fees and land tax rates – at the level of 1-2% of the normative monetary evaluation. In regions with low
indicators of the efficiency of financial and economic regulation of land relations associated with the involvement of the unemployed in entrepreneurial activity, it is proposed to involve additional industrial
lands or to “unbundle” already allocated ones together with lease objects located on them.
The development of an ecosystem to support entrepreneurship, along with a determined circle and authority of an entrepreneurial community, will be an appropriate argument for confirming the feasibility
of further analysis and initiating scientific search. The entrepreneurship support ecosystem as a type of
ecosystems in the economy will allow co-operating the authority of participators to stabilize regional
development. To implement a comprehensive reciprocally beneficial initiative, it is advisable to work out
the principles of interaction between additional participants and implement innovations by sole proprietors at the level of priority sectors of regional development.
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